WANDER Men's Dress Socks Cotton Thin Classic lightweight Socks
6/8 Pairs Solid Soft Breathable Socks Review-2021

85% Cotton, 15% Polyester
Package Includes: 8 Pairs
Comfort: Mens Dress socks keep you cool and breathable,preventing socks from producing
odors.Easy to care and maintain,so you can put them in the washing machine without worry
Upgraded Design: Suitable for men's socks 9-12 size.Sock top rib design is more elastic,modern
design classic thin dress socks
Suit for All Occasions: Absolutely perfect if you are hiking,walking,skiing,backpacking,travelling
during winter,spring,summer and fall
Perfect Gift Choice: Choose this dress socks for yourself,family or friends.This is the best gift
choice!!
AFTER-SALE SERVICEWANDER's customer service will always be there,no matter what problem
you have,feel free to contact usWANDER Dress Socks
WANDER socks are comfortable, affordable and durable
Our goal is to amend the way men's clothing is given, giving them an unprecedented advantage
We offer you the best products at the most economical value. High quality cotton fabric for action
and comfort
Our socks are directed at your feet and provide the most comfortable service for men. Happy
shopping!
Basic Information:
* Material: 85% Cotton +15% Polyester
* Size: Fit for Shoe Size: 9-12/13-15
* Color: Black & White & Navy & Grey
* Style: Casual Dress socks for sneaker,loafer,casual shoes
* Care Instruction: Hand wash is recommended
* Features : Moisture Wicking / Comfortable
Good Elasticity
The cotton fiber is super elastic and can be stretched freely, so that the socks fit perfectly to the feet,
not tight!
High Quality Yarn
High-quality cotton provides better comfort for socks, high knitting technology to make the product
softer and more fit!
High quality socks
High quality socks for men, suitable for any modern or modern look, whether for business or casual
wear Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale,
price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

